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Synopsis
A secluded beach location, the perfect partner, the most exclusive Hotel: It is the life of your dreams. Join 
an eerie trip into a luxurious place of unfulfilled desire, nostalgia and endless longing. Catch a unique 
glimpse through the polished facades of a world shaped by abundance and the reality distorting imagery of 
social media. Caught up in their own fantasies, the main characters wander through this tropical paradise in 
search of the perfect hotel. In a linear gaming-like fashion, they seem to be moved by some external force, 
not leaving any space for a change in course or new perspective. Conversation and behaviour are superfi-
cial as if part of a template. The perfect facades are broken open by a glitch heavy, psychedelic aesthetic, 
that allows a glance into what lies beyond.

Log Line
“Excellent. Beautiful. Amazing. Fantastic. Wonderful. It just has something Special.“

Directors Statement
The Sunset Special is a multimedia project with a short film at its core, revolving around issues of consum-
erism, the growing digital world and their effect on the mindful use of attention. The project challenges re-
ality distorting content, spread by social media and advertisement and explores the effects on social norms, 
behaviours and ideas of happyness. It expands itself in the media worlds, in which consumers are lured 
in with materialistic pleasures and are tempted more than ever to make them their life goals. To lose track 
of what one should focus on and what really improves the life of oneself and others is easy. It is tempting 
to get lost in the digital “product” and forget to intimately, honestly interact and connect with people on a 
deeper way, helping, listening, caring. With many people in need, and a big difference in living standards, a 
mindful approach to ones life priorities and ressources makes a big difference. The Sunset Special paints a 
dystopian picture and exaggerates negative outcomes to remind of the consequences of careless, negligent, 
self-centered use of attention, and hopes to inspire to lean against those mechanisms.
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Technical Data

Title
Length
Screening Format
Original Language
Subtitles
Year of Production
Genre

The Sunset Special
17 minutes
DCP, 1:1.85, 25fps, colour
English
German, French, English
2021
Animation



CV Nicolas Gebbe / Director

Nicolas Gebbe was born in London in 1986 and lives in 
Frankfurt am Main / Germany, where he works as a free-
lance 3D artist and filmmaker. He finished his art studies at 
Haller academy of arts in 2008 and received his diploma at 
Hochschule für Gestaltung Offenbach with a focus on film 
and electronic media in 2018.

Filmography (selection)

Urban Dreamscape (2020) short film - Filmfest Dresden, Kurzfilmfestival Köln, EFM: Hessen Talents

Scalarat (2016) 360° short film - Jena Fulldome Festival, Fulldome UK, B3 Biennale Frankfurt am Main, 
European Media Art Festival, B3 Biennale Shanghai, Beijing Media Art Biennale

Laufzeit(2013) short film - European Media Art Festival

Coming from an art and stage design background, Nicolas Gebbe works with experimental moving image 
and pursues an interdisciplinary approach in his filmmaking process. His worlds mix 3D animation, real 
footage, photos, 3D scans and other computer generated image. His diploma film “Urban Dreamscape” 
was nominated for competition at Dresden Filmfest and Kurzfilmfestival Köln. Furthermore it was part of 
the European Film Market: Hessen Talents 2020 screening and the Hessischer Hochschulfilmtag at Kassel 
Dokfest. He worked in the 360° fulldome film/ VR format for several years and his 360° film “Scalarat” was 
screened at festivals such as The European Media Art Festival and B3 Biennale Frankfurt. It was awarded 
at Jena Fulldome Festival and Fulldome UK Festival.

Nicolas Gebbe’s works are often based on existing spaces that surround us and our habitual movements 
within them in relationship to the digital reality. Separate aspects of these places and processes are isolated, 
alienated, combined, distorted. Realms that would otherwise withdraw themselves from our attention, are 
made visible. Intermediate dimensions are exposed, viewing habits questioned. Everyday environments 
and imagery are deconstructed and made tangible in a modified form. In confrontation with the digital cha-
os, one is challenged to reflect their own reality.
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Contact

Nicolas Gebbe
Gartenstraße 3
60594 Frankfurt am Main 
Germany

mobile: +49 173 7320957
email: nicolas.gebbe@gmail.com
web: www.nicolasgebbe.de
insta: @nicolasgebbe

project website: www.thesunsetspecial.de
project insta: @thesunsetspecial
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